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Join the hacker afternoon to unlock create your free account. In Brazil, where paternalism and family business estates still A relentless program program of beating Scrapped - housing what kind of people deserved, whether we have one to want to pay for And if they say this month they'll build 48
commercial dishwashers, then we can go play । Don't be timid. And practice all three See it as another management gimmick, if That it was broken and sold. I hate Ask. When they ask for too much, we give them too - at least for the first Then, if we don't think they're worth the money, we sit down with
them and say, look, you make X amount of money, and we don't think you're making X amount of contributions. So either we find something else for you to do, or we don't have a job for you anymore. But with half a dozen exceptions, our people have always named salaries with which we could have lived.
We do a similar thing with titles. Counselors are counselors, and partners are partners; These titles are always the same. But with coordinators, it's not easy enough. Job titles still mean too much to many people. We therefore ask the coordinators to make their titles. They know what signals they need to
send them in and out of the company. If they want a purchase manager, that's fine. And if they want Grand Panjandrum of Imperial Supplies that's ok too. And that's all there. Participation gives people control of their work, sharing benefits gives them reason to do better, information tells them what's
working and what's not. Give them whatever the hell they want so we don't have systems or employees' functions or analysts or anything like that. What we have are people who either sell or make, and there's nothing in between. Is there a marketing department? Not on your life. Marketing is everyone's
problem. Everyone knows the price of the products. Everyone knows the cost. Everyone has monthly statements that say, exactly what each of them makes, how much bronze costs us, how much overtime we've paid, all of it. And employees know that 23% of profit after tax is theirs. We are very, very
rigid about numbers. We want them in the fourth day of the month so that we can get them back to fifth. And because we're very strict with financial control, we can be very loose about everything. Employees can paint the walls any color. They can come to work whenever they decide. Whatever clothes
they can wear makes them comfortable. They can do whatever the hell they want. It is up to them to see and act on the relationship between productivity and profitability. This.
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